PPG MEETING MINUTES  11 September 2014

Apologies 		J.N
			J.W
			M.R
			M.R

Attended		J.H
			A.M
			E.S
			A.T
			B.K
			B.D-M
			A.D.M


Minutes from last meeting read out by John Hallam.

New GP didn’t start – hopefully December instead.  We are still down on doctors.

Doctor first – managing on this, generally good comments from meeting attendees. An audit is planned regarding the calls etc to check on month of August – all on computer detailing outcome ie prescription/appointment/nurse appt.  Advised that patients are better to phone later – after 10.30am.

Any more work for the nurses?  Yes at the moment.

Dr Pabla is still doing minor ops but is seeing patients for this more frequently instead of waiting for a build up of patients for a large clinic.  The wart clinic remains the same due to the need for liquid nitrogen.

Next meeting will bring figures from audit.  

Patients advised that they need to be clear what they want when telephoning to reception.  There are between 1 – 4 people answering calls.  Advised that quiet on Tuesday and Wednesday lunchtimes.  Time is needed to study Docman, path links and discharge summaries.

Phlebotomy tender – not many from other surgeries as yet, we are paid for taking bloods now. The drop in service gets people from all over, does 3 days a week.

Text alerts – need to update telephone numbers – tried notices in surgery prompting patients to update details.

Out of area patients – can see GPs here but would have to have out of hours locally.  There is a lack of past medical history details though.

There has been a decrease in patients attending surgery but still have people failing to attend despite booking on the same day.

E scripts – why doesn’t get Paracetamol – can’t have for no specific problem, it’s a coding problem – won’t go on E scripts, capsules must be a problem.

Prescriptions altered without patients knowledge/request (last times minutes) – due to script switch – accidentally switched round, needs review, sent in to past drugs.

Generic medication – cost effective or if struggling with this can have branded meds.  Apparently low supply of medications in UK.

Why do patients get hospital letters before GPs?  Should get at same time but we don’t, problematic when patients want medication. Delay could be from when letters typed and authorised, each system is different.

J.H suggested have a USB on a chain around neck with medical details and hospital notes, choose what info goes on.  

Graham Allen – meeting Friday 19/9/14, he instigated meeting.  Lizzie spoke to Chris Lesley after meeting with 19 practices and mentioned GAs negativity.  We have no idea of agenda.  Will discuss at next PPG  meeting.

Linda spoke to CCG re campaign to entice GPs to Notts and pilot tier 2 sponsor - ?employ tier 2s.  Graham Allen must recognise real problem and we don’t want to be bought out by a commercial firm.  We still need GPs to keep going but all newly qualified doctors seem to go for locuming instead.

Forming constitution? AM went through what is needed to form one – group more of a voice than fundraising so nil to be gained and decided against.

BK mentioned a friend told too old for knee op, more acceptable to say not suitable. No known age limit for surgery.

Nurses are doing a monthly drop in clinic – discussed. AT waited 1hr 45mins in agony, explained as a drop in clinic cannot guarantee time and patients will have to accept that they will have to wait.  Clinics on first Tuesday of every month, covers everything but minor illness and travel vaccs.  Also clinic every Thursday.


AAA screening in men – AT had one at CHN – happening nationally for >65 males, not for women 

Flu day  mentioned

Macmillan coffee morning discussed

Beehive scheme for >65s.


Next meeting 8/1/15  2pm

